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[VerSus] wrote:
…

I don't see any hard talk here. Just some unstructured text with a lot of
logical fallacies and vague..you are vague in 3 words and in a 5000
words.

Jews can't be an example for us in every aspect

Nobody said any of this, but let's move on. Yes, the jews are wiser that's why
they run the planet. There are also unfortunately no logical fallacies here.

[VerSus] wrote:
...because they serve their community with great zeal they do it for their
own safety and survival due to their history. Even this place I suspect, is
helping jews much more than gentiles. They can LEARN about their
history for free here.

The average jew is not like any Gentile, they celebrate, commemorate, and take
their own upbringing seriously. Most of them care. In their case, the majority
cares or does something. In the Gentile's case, the fringe minority even cares
about anything of similar value in this day and age.

Those who do not do this, fall into the status of slavery under them, which is
exactly what is happening now. To solve the problem, it's necessary to open up
about this and explain this.

Unfortunately for Gentiles, most jews are totally aware of this, especially those
who are jews in reality. The average kike you meet knows a lot about itself, its
culture, etc.

The point you make here is false and a falsely injected point, as jews are
schooled and grown into this. The average jew knows his pseudohistory very
well. Gentiles do not even know when the United States was founded even if
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they live in the United States.

Thanks for reminding us it helps kikes to literally tell openly what they know since
they are 5 years old. Clearly, you have no idea how they operate, but a lot of
ideas to construct a falsified strawman argument.

[VerSus] wrote:
…
Jews can't be an example for us in every aspect..just More than that, a
rabbi would go to them and say: see how much the nations are hating
you LOOK HERE and you got the point. Oppression is what really helps
them. For sure they even instill it artificially to keep their herd in check.
a random jew is cattle as well. Total replaceable slave to their own kind.
They are locked in the houses eating biscuits at the candle light to save
shekels.

Incorrect. The jews know everything about all that is typed here as it's a normal
part of their culture.

The JoS just mentions the facts for people who are not even aware these things
exist or the enemy even exists.

[VerSus] wrote:
...Like christians following the herd and their leaders blindly.

Christians and Muslims do not "follow their leaders", they are simply enslaved
into doing so.

[VerSus] wrote:
Taking people and turning them into prophets or SAINTS. Wtf. We
Satanists are turning them into GODS equals to our actual Gods - such
an arrogance if you ask me. This is not a model to follow. At least not for
me.

Where have you been when all the Pagans were deifying people and putting
them on the ranks of the Hero, Demon, Demigod, God? That is part of tradition.

By the way, Valefor, Balam and other Demons were actually mortal humans who



later did the Magnum Opus and helped humanity for consecutive thousands of
years. As they did that, humanity gave them grace and did litanies (not worship in
the Xian or Muslim sense).

This has nothing to do with actually making worship, it's part of commemoration.

Slavish worship of Christianity is based on DEPENDENCE and the HOAX that
one has no personal power, but only the thing one slavishly WORSHIPS. Islam
and Christianity are in this category, where people hardly exist at all as
individuals. There is also no system of development or evolution towards "God",
just a hoax that one is an eternal slave and must WORSHIP in order for anything
to happen while they are only eternal vermin.

The above, as they hid behind the human need to worship or rather follow, turned
cancerous. The human need and desire here is very important and at the core,
it's to emulate the Gods and to advance one's self.

However, when you do not even know anything about the history of anything
here, or even the Ancient Pagan culture or Aryan culture, you are quick to just
project emotional reactions which stem from anti-christianity.

[VerSus] wrote:
Satanism is not a reaction to christianity and is not reverse christianity
but apparently we are doing only reversals and even mirroring. Jos is
gospel you say. No, it's not. It's an imperfect GREAT WORK but still
imperfect and incomplete.

Incorrect on all points. First and foremost, you react to Christianity without even
being aware of it [as I specify on the first paragraphs of this simplified post].
Much of Christianity is in itself a reversal of the Pagan faiths. From accepting our
ascended own, they then name them "Saints". From clear deification things, they
mention this is something else.

Yes, the Joy of Satan should be treated as a gospel. If it's treated in the most
serious and sanctified manner, we have only things to gain and further improve.
The writings of the wise SS should be taken likewise as things of seriousness.

It actually is, as Gospel has to do with holy and spiritual knowledge that is given
and is above anything else. It is Father Satan's Gospel and through it the Gods
can help us advance and evolve.



It will be complete when it's finished after my own work. People then contribute
on top of this too, so we can enlighten ourselves and keep the process going.

[VerSus] wrote:
And why judge people who are showing their asses that gain more
money than presidents? Who cares? Why this example. Why comparing
such things. ". Showing ass (and not even giving it to any male at this
point...LOL)" - High priest - be a serious person - this are not jokes to be
made, if you want to be taken serious.

1. I am not a Christian and therefore I am free to judge what I consider important
to be judged. There is no "Only God can judge me" here.

2. Isolating the sentence from the general post is silly, as it's supposed to be part
of a greater display of an issue.

3. Yes, two bags of meat accumulating more wealth than the GPD of small
Nations is simply sign of a retarded civilization. The degree of respect and
attention everything deserves is up until a point, and that shows our civilization is
going stupid and is stuck on low levels of consciousness.

You seem to have a lot of issues about the case of "worship", yet you cannot see
that most people literally "worship" things like the ones I mention at this point,
which is wrong and exaggerated.

4. The above is to be judged, because we live in a universe of correlations.
Things are related and they are to be compared. That is called observation of
reality. Yes, things relate as they are part of the social fabric, and they can be
compared.

5. After writing endless volumes and tomes of utmost seriousness, making jokes
is unfortunately allowed to me to be done once a month maybe.

If you do not recognize what to take seriously because someone joked, then any
of the important things you would read you shouldn't read. Everyone who
understands these things would make jokes.

Behind the joke, there is also instructional value.

For example, I clearly explain it's funny why something so nice as a physical
figure is developed, but so many people indeed are not into relating or human



interaction anymore. To analyze this further, we are going into excessive
narcissism which is a major problem of this day and age.

[VerSus] wrote:
I would write more as you don't pay close attention to what you write
always, despite you being an extremely intelligent individual but I am
time restricted.
Respectfully my aim is not to offend anybody and especially you since
you carry the heavy burden of taking care of things. My respect for you
and Maxine always and beyond words.

It's better before you further criticize in any way, to please read the material that
is written and try to understand my way of human interaction. I clarify in the
beginning of the post that this is not some serious speech or manifold revelation,
just a series of observational hard "truths" which some people might not dislike.

Even in a mediocre text I include clues which one can use to develop themselves
or track problems.

[VerSus] wrote:
my appreciation once again for all the time and hard work invested here
and for helping this community. May Satan bless you, protect you and
enlighten you.
wishing the best to each SATANIC soul in here.

Thanks for the good words and be aware too that we are doing our best.
Additionally, if you have concerns, it's good to relate and ask, before jumping into
conclusions. Use my replies as referral above, but no matter what, I will relate
about Apotheosis.
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